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Overview

Problem statement

Design strategy

Possible solution

It is a beauty platform in Santiago de Chile, which seeks to make it easier for women to schedule 

appointments in beauty salons, with this platform they can schedule their appointments to be 

attended from their homes. By scheduling them and choosing their time and date, the stylists can 

assign someone to attend the client, who in turn blocks their schedule so that there is no conflict 

and thus the stylist's time is organized in an easier and more efficient way.

One of the most common problems in the beauty field for women is finding the time to go to 

beauty salons, since this implies having to spend time traveling to beauty salons, avoiding making 

calls to each salon to check availability.

Belleza en Casa seeks to mitigate this problem by scheduling their appointments and sending their 

stylists to their homes, which in turn helps stylists to have an already organized and full agenda for 

their work.



Digital transformation of salon appointment scheduling



Avoid calling each salon to check availability.

In this case the client came with hypotheses and research*

Women from Santiago de Chile upper-middle class strata


Gender: Women between 18 to 60 years old


Occupation: N/A

 Make the app a user-friendly experienc

 Make the interfaces trendy to catch the users' attention

iOS and Android in addition to those administrators who have a web platform.

4
Weeks App Screens

30+

Project duration My Role
Wireframe / Visual Designer

UX
UX Design colaboration

Platforms
Mobile - Android / iOS

Where
Chile / Colombia

Audience

General tasks

Cross channels

Belleza en Casa
It is a beauty platform that seeks to make it 

easier for women to schedule appointments at 

beauty salons.

UI Case Study - Mobile

Tools used

Design process

Design phase

Once I organized the sketches in the notebook using the information provided by the client as a 

guide, I began to explore concepts for the layouts.

Lo-Fi Wireframing / paper sketches

Once these sketches are defined and I get feedback from the client, I start designing the first 

wireframes in Figma.

Once the features and wireframes are defined in hi-fi, I start creating the tokens, such as colors, 

fonts, icons, etc., as well as the first basic components of the design system, such as input text, 

buttons, dropdowns, etc. (I feed this one every time the project progresses with more necessary 

components). 

I start creating the UI depending on the brand, the components previously created and the needs 

previously discovered. I make several explorations of the UI before choosing the final one.

Hi-Fi Wireframing

Design System

Ui Design

Color palette

Typeface family

Tipography

Componentes

Poppins


Light

AaBb

Poppins


Medium

AaBb

Poppins


Semibold

AaBb

I learned a little about the culture of women in another country.



I learned how to negotiate directly with the client, lead time, design costs, etc.



To ask the right questions to apply to my design process.



I learned that the design process and the design itself is not perfect and that there is always room 

for improvement in every iteration.

Mi aprendizaje

 Divide the project by complete flows

 Leave all the specifications in the documen

 Provide the developers with the figma link or the skech file (can be in zeplin).

 Deliver the microinteractions that were made in the process

 Links to any documents related to the flo

 Organize the document by stages of delivery, on page

 Finally create a QA page within the document to leave comments on the screenshots presented in the demos.
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Wireframes


Hi-Fi Design


Prototype

Design

Feedback


Conclusion


Future concepts

Testing


